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Many authors are familiar with journal publication, but often puzzled by the long time reviewing and editing process. As readers, many expect to be able to read the papers as soon as possible. Do we have any solutions to make it true that cater for the requirements for both? The answer is preprint platform.

1. Background

Preprints are manuscripts that are not strictly peer-reviewed by authors before submitting to journals for publication, and are usually released in open access through the preprint platforms in the shortest time, to protect the author's first publication right and provide a new dissemination and use channel for the academic communication system. ChinaXiv, a preprint platform funded by Chinese Academy of Sciences, receives manuscripts from researchers and provides open communication services, aiming at revealing the latest cutting-edge scientific and technological achievements, building a national preprint platform for academic papers in frontier fields, and enhancing academic discourse power in important scientific and technological fields.

This article introduces ChinaXiv, which is the earliest and most comprehensive preprint platform in China, and highlights the functions
and development status of the Preprint Platform for LIS, based on ChinaXiv, the only Chinese preprint platform serving for scholars of Library and Information Science attracts authors from both China and abroad to submit articles to it. The platform accepts article submissions in multiple languages, including Chinese, English and so on.

2. The preprint platform in China

ChinaXiv (https://chinaxiv.org, figure1), known as the preprint platform for scientific and technological papers and developed by the National Science Library, of Chinese Academy of Sciences, was officially launched in June 2016. ChinaXiv is open to all international researchers. As an significant part of the national infrastructure for high-speed distribution of research papers and scientific and technological information, ChinaXiv is an important symbol of open access and open communication in the era of open science, and an significant representative of the academic competitiveness of individuals, journals, institutions and countries. It aims to shorten the publication cycle of research results, promote the most rapid publication and exchange of research results at the first time, and focuses on building a standardized academic exchange ecosystem. Under such a severe environment of competition, it supports the rapid pre-publication of high-level scientific research papers and effectively supports the scientists’ right of research output.
As a part of ChinaXiv, with the support of scientific research institutions, universities, academic associations and scientific journals, National Science Library of Chinese Academy of Sciences has launched the "Preprint Platform for Library and Information Science" (http://lis.chinaxiv.org, figure2), as an exploration and model for the development of preprint platforms in other fields. Some LIS journal, such as Library and Information Service（semi-monthly）has published its preprint policy to encourage authors to submit their manuscripts to the preprint platform before or after the manuscripts to be accepted by the journal.
3. The main functions of the LIS Preprint platform

Preprint Platform for LIS aims to create a full cycle of operation system of "intellectual property protection - open review - misconduct detection - text proofreading - manuscript polishing". Through the rapid deposit and public release of papers, users can obtain the latest research results for free, and protect the author's scientific priority. To promote the formation of a new type of academic autonomy in the field of LIS, and to promote scientific communication and cooperation, Preprint Platform for LIS has developed four features:

3.1 Fast publishing: Compared with traditional journals, preprints have obvious advantages in the release speed of achievements (figure3), and their ability of quickly deposition and public release can ensure the timeliness of research, and publish papers in the public platforms at the first time, helping them to guarantee the right of first publication of
science ideas or research results. When the paper is submitted, authors need to register to upload the paper by single submission or email submission. After passing the review, they can be published immediately, which can greatly improve the discovery and citation of the paper.
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Figure 3 . Preprint Platform for LIS Release Process

### 3.2 Free access: 
On this platform, users do not need to subscribe to the service, and they can browse all or the latest articles according to subject categories, or search directly to get the latest scientific research results for free.

### 3.3 Academic autonomy: 
With the involvement of LIS professionals and institutions, they can support and help the operation and development of the platform, and users can communicate and discuss with scholars through instant interaction such as open comments, promoting sharing and cooperation among scholars and forming a new academic autonomy model.

### 3.4 Manuscript recommendation: 
By developing a preprint impact evaluation system, the platform aims to recommend high-quality manuscripts to corresponding and matching partner journals through their coverage scope. This function has not yet been fully implemented, and it is hoped that it will become a special feature of Preprint Platform for LIS
in the near future.

4. The current status of the LIS preprint platform

As of May 9, 2022, Preprint Platform for LIS has included 748 articles, accounting for 4.7% of the total number of ChinaXiv papers (16,032), and the number of papers ranked 7th among 31 disciplinary categories included in ChinaXiv. According to the author institutions, 50% of the institutions whose publication volume is in the top 20 are from the system of Chinese Academy of Sciences, and papers from Taiwan and Hong Kong are also listed among them. This also shows that the platform has a certain popularity and the sources of contributions are varied.

Currently, the Preprint Platform for LIS hopes to achieve the "platform-journal-research institution-academia" snow ball effect, and actively promote the introduction of various policies to encourage cooperation, including more cooperation promotion meetings, more preprint policy statements, and more funding from CAS and beyond.

5. Summary and Future vision

The key points of the development of preprint platforms are: paper submission is the core, synergy is the focus, technology is support, quality is the basis, policy is the guideline, and impact is the objective(figure4). The success of a preprint platform depends on whether someone knows and uses the platform, whether authors submit manuscripts, and whether readers read or cite them. For researchers or
authors, preprints have the role of first publication right, enhancing impact, promoting communication, rapid publication, and complete results kept; for readers or users, preprints have the possibility of free access, empowering innovation, integrating into the community, expanding information sources, and improving the academic ecology. The Preprint Platform for LIS sincerely welcomes all authors and readers from all over the world, to submit their manuscripts and give more support. The platform will ensure maximum public good based on a win-win partnership with all parties.

Figure 4. Key factors of preprint platform development
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